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Session 1 - Water Resource Law Reform: Pressures, Precedents and Principles

- **Dr Rebecca Nelson**
  Lessons from California and Perspectives from other Australian States

- **Professor Barbara Cosens**
  The Adaptive Water Governance Project in Australia: Law as a Tool for Adaptation

- **Dr Des Lord**
  The National Water Initiative and beyond: some reflections from a WA perspective
Session 2: Key Issues and Perspectives for Water Resources Reform in WA

- **Tad Bagdon**, Department of Water
  - The Key Issues and Proposals for Water Resources Law Reform

- **Peter Bowyer**,
  - Urban Amenity and Development
Session 3
Water Resources and the Mining Industry

- Daniela Tonon & Fiona Sinclair, HSF
  Developing a legal framework for managing the cumulative impacts of mine dewatering

- Ambellin & Blaze Kwaymullina
  Aboriginal engagement in water resource management for extractive industries

- Natalie Brown
  State Agreements and the regulation of water resources
Session 4: Developing Alternative Sources and Protecting Water Quality

- **Tad Bagdon**, Department of Water
  A Framework for Allocating and Distributing Waste Water and Storm Water Resources

- **David Horn**, GHD
  Experience with the Regulation of Waste Water and Storm Water Resources

- **Assoc Prof Alex Gardner**
  Catchment Management for Protecting Water Quality: Why the reticence to regulate diffuse water pollution